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NEW QUESTION: 1
Select two configurations required to fulfill a Cross Dock
order. (Choose two.)
A. IB Shipment Type should be defined for Cross Dock ASN
B. Wave template should be configured to allocate Cross Dock
Order
C. The Cross Dock Outbound Order type should be defined
D. Module Parameter should be enabled on the RF Receive Screen
for receiving Cross Dock ASN
E. The Replenishment template is required to replenish Cross
Dock Order
Answer: A,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following scenarios describes the Reduced
Investment and Proportional Costs benefit of cloud computing?
Select the correct answer.
A. A cloud consumer pays the expenses associated with the cost
of capital in order to fund the up-front costs for the cloud
provider IT resources used. This gives the cloud consumer
organization the option to budget required up-front costs
before committing to IT resource usage.
B. None of the above.
C. A cloud consumer pays a usage fee for only the amount of the
IT resources actually used. This gives the cloud consumer
organization access to IT resources without having to purchase
its own.

D. A cloud consumer avoids payment of up-front costs and usage
fees for cloud provider IT resources it uses by following the
cost of capital model. This allows the cloud consumer
organization to obtain access to IT resources with "no money
down". This gives the cloud consumer organization the ability
to begin working with cloud-based IT resources with no
immediate funds, but then subjects the organization to
increased costs later when high- interest rates begin to apply
after a pre-defined period.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What of RAM required by ESXi 6.7?
A. 512MB
B. 8GB
C. 4GB
D. 2GB
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
As part of the environment scanning to identify security risks
to personal information, which of the following
environments would be least relevant for the organization?
A. Organization's own environment
B. Client's environment
C. Government agencies' environment which seek lawful access to
personal data
D. Service provider's environment
Answer: C
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